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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a comprehensive approach to legacy
data quality assessment and improvement. It is based on
an initial database reverse engineering phase that allows
to recover implicit constructs, that is, structures and con-
straints that have not been explicitly declared in the data-
base schema, using program analysis techniques. These con-
structs then serve as a basis for detecting data inconsisten-
cies, identifying unsafe program fragments, and proposing
necessary improvements at both the database and program
sides.

1. INTRODUCTION
Information Quality (IQ) is now considered as an impor-

tant research field as much for the industries exploiting data
as for research groups considering it as an important chal-
lenge. For industry IQ mainly has an economical impact
underlined by authors through financial cost [23]. As a re-
search challenge many definitions and methods have been
proposed so far. Some of them may be considered as strongly
accepted as those given by Ballou and Pazer [1], Wang and
Wand [26] or Wang and Strong [27] that are the basis of the
current definitions of data quality. Generally accepted terms
for data quality include accuracy, completeness, consistency
and currency [18]. In this context many researchers have
proposed and still propose new approaches to:

• detecting erroneous data in a database;

• consistently querying a database containing wrong data;

• cleaning a database, by correcting or discarding data
errors.

These works have been conducted in various research con-
texts like database integration, database migration, data
warehouse feeding or reverse engineering. The same holds
for the technological space that comprises traditional re-
lational databases, object-relational databases, XML data
repository, legacy systems (e.g., CODASYL DBMSs and
IMS), standard files, etc.

Related works mainly concentrate on the definition of data
quality and on the data cleaning process. According to the

existing quality terminology this work addresses the data
consistency problem. The latter generally reflects situations
where different values of the same concept are present in
the database, or where some data instances violate partic-
ular rules. In the 90’s Wang and Wand [26] described data
consistency in the following terms: ”a data value can only
be expected to be the same for the same situation”. More
recently Scannapieco et al. [24] proposed a more precise de-
finition: ”The consistency dimension captures the violation
of semantic rules defined over (a set of) data items. With
reference to the relational theory, integrity constraints are
an instantiation of such semantic rules”. Using a semiotic
approach, Price and Shanks [20] used the concept of ”con-
forming to rules” instead of the term ”consistency” in their
framework. The concept represents the fact that ”the data
obeys business and other integrity rules”. A lot of meth-
ods have been proposed in the purpose of detecting and
resolving data defects [21]. The related literature comprises
dedicated frameworks [11, 6, 18, 17], particular methods us-
ing data properties [10], statistical analysis techniques [7] as
well as solutions based on heuristics [5].

While recent results on data quality mainly take the data
themselves as inputs for detecting integrity problems, the
contribution of our work is to also consider both the under-
lying database schema and the application programs. More-
over, we concentrate on the intended schema, that is, the
physical schema as it is declared in the DDL code, aug-
mented with implicit constructs recovered through reverse
engineering techniques. Analyzing the data access behavior
of the programs allows us to identify integrity constraints
that are not explicitly declared in the DDL code. These ad-
ditional constraints then serve as a basis for (1) assessing the
quality of the data, (2) identifying unsafe critical code frag-
ments, and (3) proposing adequate system improvements.
The principles of the approach are illustrated in the context
of legacy systems developed on top of relational databases.
A real-world example of CODASYL-to-DB2 migration will
then be discussed.

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes in
more detail the technical context of the inconsistencies. Sec-
tion 3 presents a proposal for detecting implicit constraints
and associated data inconsistencies. Section 4 elaborates
on possible solutions for improving data filtering at both



database and program sides. In Section 5 we report on a
tool-supported industrial experience for which we used the
approach described in this paper. Our concluding remarks
and research perspectives are presented in Section 6.

2. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
As explained above, we focus the discussion on a partic-

ular kind of consistency problems: conflicting data against
schema constructs (that is, structures and/or constraints).
In this section, we further describe the problematic situation
motivating our work as well as the concepts we will use in
this paper.

2.1 The Problem of Data Validation
The formal rules defining data consistency may be asso-

ciated to data structures or integrity constraints of various
categories. Among them, let us mention:

• basic integrity constraints: primary keys, functional
dependencies, cardinalities, types;

• referential constraints: foreign keys, inclusion constraint;

• existence constraints: exclusive (A and B cannot be
not null at the same time), coexistence (A and B must
be null or not null at the same time), implication (if B
is not null, then A must not null either;

• domain constraints: interval of values, null values;

• derived values and intended redundancies.

We distinguish two main approaches to managing integrity
constraints, namely database (DB) side data validation (Sec-
tion 2.2) and program side data validation (Section 2.3).

2.2 Database Side Validation
According to the database side validation approach, the

integrity constraints are managed by the database manage-
ment system. Database side constraints may be of two
forms. First, they can be declared by means of native con-
structs in the DDL code. Typical examples are primary
keys, unique predicates , foreign keys, data type, not null
columns and format constraints. The second category of
constraints are specified by means of programmed SQL com-
ponents such as check predicates, triggers and stored proce-
dures.

The correct use of both validation solutions greatly re-
duces the risk of introducing inconsistencies in the database.
Indeed, whatever the path used for modifying the data (di-
rect access, programs, middleware, wrappers, ...) the spec-
ified constraints will always be verified by the DBMS, that
will reject any modification request that attempts to violate
constraints.

2.3 Program Side Validation
Integrity constraints validation may also be implemented

within application programs. Different policies exist de-
pending on the level of DB access centralization of the un-
derlying system architecture:

• Centralized management relies on the use of data ac-
cess component(s). Such a component, also known
as data wrapper [19], provides the application pro-
grams with a database manipulation API (reading,
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Figure 1: Standard database engineering process.

insertion, modification). It is also in charge of data
consistency management, which consists in verifying
that each requested database operation does not vio-
late corresponding constraints.

• Distributed management captures the situation accord-
ing to which data validation is scattered over the var-
ious application programs. Each program manipulat-
ing the database should verify the constraints that its
behavior could potentially violate, which correspond
to constraints that are not checked at the DB side.
This pattern defines the worst architecture as far as
integrity control is concerned, and, quite naturally, is
the most popular.

We distinguish two main data validation strategies at the
program side: reactive validation and proactive validation.

• Reactive validation verification tasks are performed be-
fore executing a database modification that could chal-
lenge data consistency. For instance, before inserting a
new order the program verifies that the corresponding
customer already exist in the database.

• Proactive validation consists in enforcing data integrity
rules during the query construction process itself, in
such a way that the executed database operations never
violate integrity constraints. This kind of behavior is
typically implemented using user interface restrictions.
For example, when encoding a new room reservation
the user must select the room identifier among the list
of available room references.

2.4 Database Engineering in an Ideal World
The process of designing and implementing a database

that has to meet specific user requirements has been de-
scribed extensively in the literature [3] and has been avail-
able for several decades in standard methodologies and CASE
tools. It is made up of four main subprocesses, each produc-
ing a database schema at different levels of abstraction:

(1) Conceptual design is intended to translate user require-
ments into a conceptual schema, which is a platform-
independent abstract specification of the future data-
base. This schema collects all the information struc-
tures and constraints of interest.

(2) Logical design, which produces an operational logical
schema that translates the constructs of the conceptual



schema according to a specific technology family with-
out loss of semantics. The transformational approach
to database engineering ([13]) allows this process to be
automated.

(3) Physical design, which augments the logical schema
with performance-oriented constructs and parameters,
such as indexes, buffer management strategies or lock
management policies.

(4) Coding, which translates the physical schema (and some
other artifacts) into the DDL (Data Definition Lan-
guage) code of the database management system. Struc-
tural DDL declaration code SQL as well as SQL com-
ponents such as checks, triggers and stored procedures
are generated to code the information structures and
constraints of the physical schema.

Figure 1 illustrates this ideal view of database engineering,
according to which each construct expressed in the con-
ceptual schema is (correctly) implemented into SQL ob-
jects. Let C(s) denote the set of constructs expressed in
a schema s. Then an ideal DDL code would be such that
C(DDL) = C(CS).

2.5 The Concept of Implicit Constructs
Unfortunately, many databases have not been developed

in a disciplined way, that is, from a preliminary conceptual
schema. This was true for old systems, but loose empirical
design approaches keep being widespread for modern data-
bases due, notably, to time constraints, poor database edu-
cation and the increasing use of object-oriented middleware
that tend to consider the database as the mere implemen-
tation of persistent classes. Secondly, the logical (DBMS-
dependent) schema, that is supposed to be derived from the
conceptual schema and to translate all its semantics, gen-
erally misses several conceptual constructs. This is due to
several reasons, among which the poor expressive power of
DBMS models, the lazziness, awkwardness or illiteracy of
some programmers [4], or the need for performance.

From all this, it results that the logical schema often is in-
complete and that the DDL code that expresses the DBMS
schema in physical constructs ignores important structures
and properties of the data. The missing constructs are
called implicit constructs (ImpC), in contrast with the ex-
plicit constructs (ExpC) that are declared in the DDL of
the DBMS.

Several field experiments and projects have shown that as
much as half of the semantics of the data structures are im-
plicit [15]. Therefore, merely parsing the DDL code of the
database, or, equivalently, extracting the physical schema
from the system tables, sometimes provides barely half the
actual data structures and integrity constraints of the data-
base. Hence the need for database reverse engineering [12],
the goal of which is to recover the complete conceptual
schema of a legacy database. In particular, it aims at identi-
fying implicit constructs by analyzing programs source code,
database procedural components, as well as other artefacts
like screens, reports, or programmer guides (see Figure 2).

Among the set of ImpC we identify two categories based
on the component(s) in charge of managing the constructs:

• ImpCD is the set of implicit constructs that are veri-
fied at the database side;
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Figure 2: Implicit constructs recovery during data
reverse engineering.

• ImpCP is the set of implicit constructs that are checked
at the program side.

We can now define the set of implicit constructs as the dif-
ference between the conceptual schema and the DDL code:
ImpC = C(CS) − C(DDL). Ideally, it should hold that
ImpC = ImpCD ∪ ImpCP , which means that each im-
plicit construct is managed somewhere in the system. Note
that it could happen that some constructs are validated at
both the database and program sides, which translates as
ImpCD ∩ ImpCP 6= ∅.

3. ERROR DETECTION
The objective of the error detection phase is to identify

data errors due to the violation of implicit constructs. This
phase involves two successive problems:

1. recovering implicit constructs, and more specifically
ImpCP ;

2. detecting data inconsistencies against those constructs.

3.1 Retrieving Implicit Constructs
The implicit constructs recovery process takes as main

input the source code of the application programs. Our ap-
proach relies on the use of dataflow analysis techniques [8]
applied to the source code, with a focus on database op-
erations. The final goal of the analysis is to observe the
way potential implicit constructs are used or checked by the
application programs.

Our dataflow analysis approach is based on the concept of
System Dependency Graph (SDG), introduced by Horwitz
and al.[16]. The SDG for program P is a directed graph
whose nodes are connected by several kinds of arcs. The
nodes represent assignment statements, control predicates,
procedure calls and parameters passed to and from proce-
dures (on the calling side and in the called procedure).

The arcs translates dependencies among program com-
ponents. An arc represents either a control dependency or
a data dependency. A control dependency arc from node
v1 to node v2 means that, during execution, v2 can be ex-
ecuted/evaluated only if v1 has been executed/evaluated1.
Intuitively, a data dependency arc from node v1 to node

1The definition is slightly different for calling arcs, but this
does not change the principle.



ORDERS
Num: num (10)
Date: date (1)
Reference: char (12)
Sender: num (8)
id: Num

CUSTOMER 
Num: num (8)
Name: varchar (30)
Address: char (120)
id: Num

Figure 3: Two tables including implicit constructs

select substring(Address from 61 for 30), Reference

into :CITY, :PRODUCT

from CUSTOMER C, ORDERS O

where C.Num = O.Sender

and O.Num = :ORDID

Figure 4: Extracting hidden City and Product in-
formation (predicative join)

v2 means that the state of objects used in v2 can be de-
fined/changed by the evaluation of v1.

In order to illustrate the use of dataflow analysis for data-
base reverse engineering, let us consider the small but rep-
resentative example based on the schema of Figure 3. This
schema is made up of two tables describing customers and
orders. It translates the constructs declared in the DDL
code. The SQL query of Figure 4 obviously extracts the
customer city and the ordered product for a definite order.
It asks the DBMS to extract these data from the row built
by joining tables CUSTOMER and ORDERS for that order. It
exhibits the main features of the program/query interface:
the program transmits an input value through host variable
ORDID and the query transmits result values in host variables
CITY and PRODUCT. The analysis of this query brings to light
some important hidden information:

1. The join is performed on columns Num and Sender.
The former is the primary key (the main identifying
column) of table CUSTOMER while the second one plays
no role so far. Now, we know that most joins found
in application programs are based on the matching of
a foreign key and a primary key. As a consequence,
this source code fragment strongly suggests that col-
umn Sender is a foreign key to table CUSTOMER. Further
analysis will confirm or reject this hypothesis.

2. The seemingly atomic column Address appears to ac-
tually be a compound field, since its substring at po-
sitions 61 to 90 is extracted and stored into a variable
named CITY.

Translating this new knowledge in the original schema leads
to the more precise schema of Figure 5.

Obviously, the implicit constructs recovered by program
analyzers are only candidate integrity rules, that still have
to be validated. This can be done via user validation or data
analysis. Figure 6 depicts diagnosis box of the dependency
validation tool we have developed as a plug-in of the DB-
MAIN CASE tool, which allows the user to visualise the set
of database fields dependencies detected by dataflow analy-
sis. For each resulting dependency, the tool provides the user
with (1) the source and target database fields or columns,
(2) their corresponding record types or tables, (3) a source
code fragment (also known as program slice) from which the

ORDERS 
Num: num (10)
Date: date (1)
Reference: char (12)
Sender: num (8)
id: Num
ref: Sender

CUSTOMER 
Num: num (8)
Name: varchar (30)
Address: compound (120)

Data1: char (60)
City: char (30)
Data2: char (30)

id: Num

Figure 5: Potential implicit constructs revealed by
source code analysis

Source field (1) Target field (1)Source record (2) Target record (2)

Source code fragment (3)Source code location (4) Dependency type selection (5)

Source field (1) Target field (1)Source record (2) Target record (2)

Source code fragment (3)Source code location (4) Dependency type selection (5)

Figure 6: Result of data dependency analysis to be
validated

dataflow has been derived, and (4) the corresponding source
code location (program name and lines of code). Based on
these results, the user may validate or discard the detected
dependencies between fields. He can qualify each depen-
dency as no dependency, foreign key or redundancy (5).

3.2 Detecting Data Errors
Once the implicit constraints have been validated they

can serve as a basis for assessing the quality of the data
themselves, by detecting inconsistent data against recovered
constraints. The approach we have developed consists in au-
tomatically generating database queries looking for violation
of the implicit constraints specified in the enriched logical
schema. As an example, the following query will be pro-
duced from the implicit referential constraint of Figure 5:

select *
from ORDERS
where Sender not in (select Num

from CUSTOMER)

This query retrieves all the instances of table ORDERS that
do not reference an existing row of table CUSTOMER.

4. QUALITY IMPROVEMENT
The goal of the system improvement phase is twofold.

Firstly, the database must be made consistent with respect
to the implicit constructs that have been recovered. This
data cleansing process involves the correction/deletion/isolation
of the erroneous data identified during the previous step.
Secondly, we have to make sure that such data inconsisten-
cies will to occur in the future. This necessitates to check
that each implicit constraint is correctly and fully managed
either at the database side or at the program side.



4.1 Data Correction
Data correction approaches can be divided into three cat-

egories [11]: manual, semi-automatic and automatic. Man-
ual correction is generally the less cost effective solution
but is the more accurate (using competent people). Au-
tomatic correction requires a lower cost but relies on prede-
fined strategy based on rules and heuristics. So the accuracy
may decline depending of the context. Semi-automatic so-
lutions represent a balanced compromise between manual
and fully-automated in terms of cost and accuracy. Semi-
automatic data correction seems to be the most frequent
scenario. A threshold may be defined so that when a confi-
dence value fall under the threshold then the values have to
be fixed manually [11] otherwise the correction is done auto-
matically. Another example is the knowledge-based frame-
work developed by Low et al. [17] working as an expert
system for data correction. Finally, the interactive system
proposed by Raman and Hellerstein [22] allows the user to
gradually build the correction plans.

In the present work, data correction itself is rather seen
as a business problem. Indeed, although automated analy-
sis may allow to detect data consistency problems, fixing
these problems often remains under the responsability of
the business. For instance, let us suppose that data analy-
sis detects a set of ORDERS with an invalid value of Sender.
From a technical point of view, several correction strategies
are possible: discarding the orders, correcting the orders,
introducing new customers, or relaxing the referential con-
straint. But choosing between these solutions is rather a
business decision.

4.2 Improving DB side Data Validation
Improving data filtering at the DB side can be done by

introducing additional rules corresponding to the recovered
implicit constraints. Such rules can be expressed within vari-
ous kinds of components like new native constraints (unique,
foreign key), checks, triggers or stored procedures.

Although most of the additional code fragments can be
automatically generated, in practice their development may
also necessitate human decisions. This holds, for instance,
for the delete/update mode selection in the case of referen-
tial constraints (cascade, no-action, set default or set null).

Some data filtering improvements may necessitate the mi-
gration of the data instances involving a possibly complex
ETL process. However, other improvements may have a
negative impact on the successful execution of existing pro-
grams. In some situations, the use of a fault-tolerant filter-
ing strategy may be preferable. According to such a strategy
data errors may still be introduced but the filtering compo-
nent systematically reports on those errors. Error reports
then serve as a basis for (1) correcting erroneous data in-
stances, (2) identifying the sources of errors in the applica-
tion programs or the underlying business processes and (3)
proposing necessary improvements. This idea of temporarily
tolerating inconsistency has been proposed by Balzer [2].

4.3 Improving Program side Validation
The second improvement strategy concerns the applica-

tion programs and particularly focuses on their data valida-
tion code fragments. It aims at identifying and fixing the
unsafe data access paths that could (have) lead to the inser-
tion of inconsistent data with respect to implicit constraints.

In theory, the set of implicit constraints that are consid-

ered during program side validation are the constraints that
are not managed at the DB side (after DB side filtering im-
provement). In practice, some constraints that are already
managed by the DBMS may also be considered in order to
verify that they are not also checked at the program side.
Such double validations should be avoided for obvious per-
formance reasons.

4.3.1 Identifying Unsafe Data Access Paths
The identification of unsafe access paths is quite similar

to the implicit constraints recovery process. However, it
slightly differs from the latter in that it focuses on a subset
of database operations accessing a subset of database en-
tity types. Indeed, its goal is to analyze critical database
operations. A critical database operation with respect to
a constraint c is a database modification instruction that
could potentially violate c. An unsafe data access path with
respect to an implicit constraint c is a source code fragment
that includes at least one critical database operation for c

and that does not (fully) prevent c to be violated.
A typical example is the implicit referential constraint.

Let us consider again the implicit foreign key Sender (de-
noted by R) from table ORDERS to table CUSTOMER. The fol-
lowing database operations are critical for R:

• update CUSTOMER, where the primary key value is mod-
ified;

• delete from CUSTOMER;

• insert into ORDERS;

• update ORDERS, where foreign key value is modified.

Each program executing one of these operations must make
sure to preserve data consistency against R. This veri-
fication should execute a validation query selecting rows
from table CUSTOMER (resp. ORDERS) for operations on ta-
ble ORDERS (resp. CUSTOMER). In that particular context,
detecting unsafe data access paths could be done by looking
for source code locations where critical operations described
above are not preceded by a suitable verification query, or
that do not behave correctly according to the result of such
a query.

Figure 7 gives an example pseudo-code fragment involving
a correctly validated critical operation. Before inserting a
new row in table ORDERS, the program checks that the value
of variable NewSender corresponds to an existing customer
reference. This example corresponds to a typical code pat-
tern of reactive program-side validation. According to this
code pattern, the dependency between the critical opera-
tion and the verification query is twofold. First, the critical
operation will be executed if and only if the result of the ver-
ification query is satisfying. Second, the input arguments of
the verification query are included as input arguments of
the modification query. In other words, there exists a data
dependency relationship between the inputs variables of the
validation query and a subset of the input variables of the
critical operation (variable NewSender in our example).

In the case of proactive validation of an implicit referential
constraint, the inter-query dependency is of another nature.
Indeed, the objective of the validation query is rather to
retrieve the set of valid foreign key values (i.e., the set of
existing primary keys in the target table). The user must
then select one value among this set. The insert operation



exec sql
select count(*) into :NBR
from CUSTOMER
where CustNum = :NewSender

end-exec
if (NBR = 0)

display(’unknown customer - insertion aborted !’)
else

exec sql
insert into ORDERS(Num, Date, Reference, Sender)
values(:NewNum, :NewDate, :NewRef, :NewSender)

end-exec
end-if

Figure 7: Sample code fragment with implicit refer-
ential constraint validation

then uses this value as input parameter. Thus, in this case,
there exists a dataflow relationship between the output vari-
ables of the validation query and the input variables of the
critical operation.

4.3.2 Fixing Unsafe Data Access Paths
When unvalidated critical operations are identified, differ-

ent solutions can be considered. The most obvious correc-
tion consists of direct code insertion. The program source
code is adapted such that each critical operation requires a
corresponding validation step.

There typically exists several solutions. In our example
of implicit foreign key, an unsafe delete statement on table
CUSTOMER can be transformed in different ways. First, we
can add a verification query, that checks if the customer to
discard still has orders in the database. If this is the case,
the deletion is aborted (i.e., no action mode). Another adap-
tation could be to systematically delete all associated ORDER

rows before deleting each CUSTOMER row (i.e., cascade mode).
In both cases, the program adaptation can be automated.

Another program improvement strategy consists in reor-
ganizing the data manipulation code fragments by intro-
ducing an additional layer, which provides the application
programs with a database access API. This data access mod-
ule, or wrappers, a large part of which can be generated, is in
charge of managing data consistency when performing crit-
ical operations. The legacy program code can be interfaced
with this new component with minimal adaptation. Such
a source code refactoring allows to better modularize, and
therefore to better master the data consistency management
concern. This approach has been reported in [25].

5. INDUSTRIAL APPLICATION
The approach and the tools that support it have been

recently used in the context of an industrial database mi-
gration project, conducted by ReVeR S.A. The goal of this
project was to migrate a CODASYL database (IDS/II) to-
wards a relational platform (DB2). The legacy system is in
use in a Belgian federal administration. More information
on our migration approach itself can be found in [14, 9].

The physical schema comprises 42 areas, 112 record types,
73 sets (relationship types), 1249 fields. A database reverse
engineering phase allows us to recover the complete logi-
cal schema including implicit constraints (among which 14
additional foreign keys), more expressive names, and finer-
grained field decompositions (a total of 1511 fields among

which 655 are optional).
The target DB2 schema include 147 tables, 1843 columns

and a total of 144 foreign keys. A subset of the foreign keys
have not been explicitly declared in the DDL code. They
are rather managed by fault-tolerant triggers that produce
a warning in a dedicated log table each time the relational
constraint is violated by a database operation. These trig-
gers were automatically generated. This approach allows to
better master the referential constraints while avoiding to
disturb the execution of legacy applications.

5.1 Quality Analysis Process
In the context of database migration, the problem of data

quality analysis is of primary importance, a data cleaning
process being often necessary. Indeed, the migrated data
must respect the DDL constraints of the target database
in order to be succesfully migrated. More generally, data
migration appears as an excellent opportunity to perform
some data cleaning as well as to apply some improvements
at the program level.

During the data error detection phase, we particularly fo-
cused on format constraints (e.g., dates, zip codes, optional
and default values) and implicit foreign keys. This phase
involved the following steps:

1. The legacy IDS/II data were loaded into an interme-
diate DB2 database, in which each column is of type
string, allowing error-free data migration. The DB2
database contained more than 415 millions of rows.

2. The underlying database schema was enriched with the
following annotations:

• The expected format of each DB2 column;

• The validity constraints associated to each col-
umn (expressed as SQL where clauses);

• The implicit foreign keys between tables.

3. Starting from this annotated schema, a data analysis
program generated SQL queries for inspecting the in-
termediate DB2 database. This analysis produced an
html document reporting on the detected data errors.

Figure 8 depicts an excerpt of this report. For each table, the
report details the associated format constraints that are sat-
isfied or violated by the data. For each violated constraint,
it indicates the number of problematic instances and allows
the user to browse the inconsistent records (via the ’Details’
link). A separate part of the report is dedicated to foreign
key inconsistencies. In this project, 76 implicit foreign keys
have been considered, among which 24 proved to be violated
by the legacy data. Regarding data format, a total of 3497
SQL queries were executed, allowing the detection of errors
in almost 70% of the tables.

A typical problem was the presence of invalid dates. In
the legacy database, date fields are represented as numeric
values of the form ’YYYYMMDD’. In the target DB2 data-
base, they are expressed as columns of SQL type Date.
We encountered a large amount of inconsistent dates like
’20070931’. This is mainly due to the behavior of some ap-
plication programs considering day ’31’ as the last day of
the current month, whatever the month. We also encoun-
tered special date values like ’00000000’ or ’99999999’ that
are used by programs for simulating the null value and a
future date, respectively. In total, around 35 millions of
invalid date values were found.



Figure 8: Excerpt of the error report produced by the data analyser

5.2 System Improvements
Based on the error report, the customer invested one com-

plete week for (1) improving the quality of the data and (2)
adapting the most problematic application programs. The
latter improvements included the correction of the ’last day
of the month’ problem, and the standardization of default
values (e.g., a date ’00000000’ becomes null). As expected,
a subset of erroneous fields could not be fixed, which re-
quired to relax some constraints. For instance, a subset of
fields representing invalid dates had to be migrated as nu-
meric columns. Most of the (still) implicit constraints are
now managed by dedicated triggers introduced at the DB
side. These triggers systematically produce warnings when
new data inconsistencies are inserted in the database.

5.3 Lessons Learned
This industrial project showed us that completely clean-

ing the entire database was not achievable, especially be-
cause the migrated data actually contains legal information
that cannot be modified. Moreover, a subset of the data
originates from external administrative entities which com-
plicates data correction. In such situations, the only realistic
solution consists in tolerating inconsistencies by temporarily
relaxing some constraints.

The IT management people at the customer side did react
very positively to our results. They spontaneously decided
to invest a significant effort in the correction of most data
errors. They also intend to undertake further adjustments
to the application programs in the next future.

Another important conclusion is that assessing the quality
of constantly evolving data is more than challenging. Ide-
ally the database should be analysed everyday, which is not
feasible in practice. We also learned that while data analy-

sis may serve as a basis for validating candidate integrity
constraints, it can also contribute to the identification of
new implicit constraints. In the case of this project, detect-
ing special date values for a given column suggests that the
latter should be declared optional.

6. CONCLUSIONS
The paper describes a framework for data evaluation, data

correction and program improvement based on implicit con-
struct violation. This data defect source is both very im-
portant and prone to automated processing. The compre-
hensive framework described in this paper encompasses the
data error identification process, but also the identification
of the source of the errors in application programs (the un-
safe data paths) and the correction of the latter. Its main
contributions are the complete treatment of this important
source of errors thanks to now mature reverse engineering
techniques [12], the use of program analysis and transfor-
mation techniques, and the improvement of the whole ap-
plication system, covering data, schemas and programs. In
addition, the framework is tolerant to practical constraints
such as the preservation of programs whose execution relies
on data violation. The approach is supported by a suite
of analysis, reporting, generation and transformation tools
and has been successfully applied on a large administrative
system migration.

It is important to note that the framework is fully generic,
and can be applied to any data source, whatever its under-
lying data model. It has been experimented on an IDS/II
to DB2 migration, but most of its principles and tools are
platform-independent and can be quickly customized to any
technology. In particular, being based on the DB-MAIN



database engineering approaches and tools, it can profit
from its generic meta-model and model-independent trans-
formation technology [13].

Beyond tool refinement and further validation through ad-
ditional industrial projects, an important way of improve-
ment of the approach consists in applying learning tech-
niques to increase the automation part of the program cor-
rection process. Indeed, most program corrections obey
to systematic parametrized patterns. Learning from these
heuristics, an intelligent correction help system can be de-
signed to anticipate the kind of modification that should be
applied in each case. Such an approach has been used in
data correction ([22]) and can be applied to program correc-
tion as well. We plan to work in this direction.
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